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Foyle Food Group

Integrity, Experience,
Quality & Choice
At Foyle Food Group we believe that when tradition and
innovation come together, everything is possible.
With the utmost reverence for traditional farming methods
and natural lifestyles for our cattle, we ensure unrivalled
succulence and flavour. Through technology, we ensure
ultimate safety and traceability, as well as the efficiency
required to meet the demands of a global, 21st century market.
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Message
from our CEO
At Foyle Food Group, we understand that creating a
sustainable business is both a responsibility and an opportunity.
As one of the largest beef processors in the UK, we are not only
aware of the challenges our industry faces, but mindful of our
own impact on the climate challenge we all face.

That’s why for us, sustainability is embedded
in our culture and underpins decision-making
across all aspects of our operations. We
believe that sustainability and transparency
should be front and centre of everything we
do and guide every decision we take.
We want to be known as a company that
has sustainability at its heart. One that is
Honest, Ethical, Accountable, Responsible
and Transparent in its dealings with
stakeholders and that cares about its impact
on and relationship with the environment and
society as much as economic factors.
With sites spread across the UK & Ireland,
and a global customer reach, Foyle Food
Group is committed to managing its impact
across the four main pillars of Pasture,
Product, Planet & People, as outlined in
this report.

We have committed to the rigours of
Science-Based Targets to reduce our
emissions by 2030 and used the lens of the
UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
to ensure we are outward-focused and
contributing to global efforts for a
better world.
We are at an early stage on our sustainability
journey and remain focused on the task
ahead. By disclosing our intentions and
setting out our ambitions towards 2025,
we are making ourselves accountable to our
stakeholders and sharing our progress against
the issues most material to us and to them.

I want to commend the team at Foyle
Food Group for their efforts in making
us a better, more sustainable company,
through innovations in our agriculture and
processing, embracing change in how we
engage with employees and reaching out
to support local communities. In what has
been a difficult year for everyone due to the
Coronavirus Pandemic, we have prioritised
sustainability and stayed focused on the
need to address our responsibilities. We have
done this in a bid to make us stronger for our
people and the communities that depend on
us for their livelihoods.

This is our first sustainability report and we
are delighted to publish it in accordance with
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Standards.
As the most reputable global standard for
sustainability reporting, we are starting as
we mean to go on, by embracing the need
for transparency in our operations and using
a recognisable, comparable framework to
aid our efforts.

CEO, Foyle Food Group
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Our Vision & Values
At Foyle, we have a purpose beyond profit
– one that ensures we give equal priority
to reducing our negative impacts on the
environment and increasing the positive
difference we can make in society. This
ethos applies across every area of our
operations and underpins our support
for the UN Sustainable Development Goals.
Our vision is to develop a customer-focused
business built on our key values of Passion,
Quality, Respect and Success.
For us these values are embedded in a
responsible, sustainable approach to doing
business that respects the land, animals
and people that make our business possible
and helps us create quality products with a
passion unsurpassed by others in this sector.
Those factors are central to our success and
we don’t take that for granted.
We rely heavily on nature for our products
and recognise we have a responsibility to
minimise harm and to give back and help
regenerate where we can.
We set high standards for ourselves in
terms of ethical behaviours and we expect
our suppliers to adhere to those standards
in working with us. Our commitment to
sustainability means we will invest in
and support the development of positive
relationships that help us do good
business, better.

Foyle Food Group

Our vision
is to develop
a customerfocused business
built on our key
values of Passion,
Quality, Respect
and Success
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Foyle
Food Group
Foyle Food Group is a family-owned company, with its
headquarters in Omagh, Northern Ireland. The company
was founded in 1977 on the banks of the River Foyle and has
evolved to be the largest single dedicated beef processor in
the UK and Ireland, directly employing 1,352 full-time employees
across five sites and eight state-of-the-art facilities.

The business has the ability to slaughter,
debone, dry age and further process all
beef cuts. Foyle Food Group has a global
customer base and supplies retailers and
the foodservice market in the UK, Ireland,
Europe and beyond. With an annual turnover
in excess of £400million, Foyle Food Group
exports to international markets, focusing on
North America, Asia & Africa.
Foyle Food Group’s primary product is
supplied by over 6,000 beef farmers located
across Ireland and the UK. Many of these
suppliers have long-standing relationships
lasting over 40 years.
We are conscious of and apply the
Precautionary Principle to business decisions
being taken by the company in developing
new products or markets.

Foyle is a signatory to a number of
sustainability-focused agreements, including
Science-Based Targets, Wrap’s Food Waste
Roadmap and Meat in a Net Zero World
initiatives, Business in the Community’s
Climate Action Pledge and the NI Equality
Commission’s Mental Health Charter.
The business is a member of the Northern
Ireland Meat Exporters’ Association
(NIMEA), British Meat Processors’
Association (BMPA); Business in the
Community; the Round Table on Responsible
Soya; Origin Green; the UK Plastics Pact;
SEDEX and the UK Cattle Sustainability
Platform, as well as being a supporter of the
Food Industry Initiative on Antimicrobials.
We are accredited to Red Tractor Standard,
Bord Bia Quality Assurance Standard and
Investors in People and we hold ISO 50001
and ISO 14001 certification.

5 sites with 8 business
units across the UK
& Ireland

UK based
with global reach

4 divisions: Primary,
Further Processing,
Dry Aged & Eco
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Leadership
& Governance
Foyle Food Group is a family company that has grown to have
over 1,352 employees across five sites in the UK and Ireland.

Foyle Food Group
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Our Sustainability Champions
A sustainability team, comprising employees from each key area of the
business, is responsible for delivery of the strategy, reporting to their
respective champions below.

Pasture

Product

Planet

People

Wayne Acheson
Procurement Director

Karen Kelso
Commercial Director

Malachy McAteer
Operations Director

Terry Acheson
Chief Executive

Clear structure and leadership on sustainability is important to us and so each
of the four pillars of our strategy is championed by one of the senior directors
as outlined on the right. Chief Executive Terry Acheson oversees the strategy
and its execution and he reports to the Board of Directors, who provide
external governance and guidance.
KPIs have been set for the material issues identified and addressed within our
strategy and progress is reported to the Board on a quarterly basis.
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Sustainability
Highlights

Foyle Food Group
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14% reduction in
Absolute Scope
1&2 emissions

33% of municipal
food waste is
recycled, with zero
going to landfill

13% reduction in
water intensity

62,800 tonnes of
food waste converted
into renewable
electricity

19% reduction
in gas intensity

3.5 million litres of
biodiesel produced
using inedible
tallow oil

16% reduction in
electricity

29% reduction
in food waste as a
proportion of output

1996

2002

PRODUCERS CLUB ESTABLISHED

FOYLE PROTEINS PLANT OPENED WHICH IS
STATE-OF-THE-ART FACILITY BY-PRODUCT RENDERING PLANT

FIRST BEEF BUSINESS TO INTRODUCE EXCLUSIVE FARMER CLUBS
INTRODUCTION OF TEMPLE GRANDIN LAIRAGE DESIGN
LEADING ANIMAL WELFARE

2013

2007

ORIGIN GREEN CERTIFICATION

14001 CERTIFICATION
START OF OUR ISO JOURNEY

2015

2016

INSTALLATION OF FOYLE BIO, STATE-OF-THE-ART
FACILITY ON WASTE TO RENEWABLE ENERGY

50001 CERTIFICATION
ZERO WASTE TO LANDFILL ACHIEVED

2020

2019

CARBON EMISSION REDUCTION OF 20% ACHIEVED FROM 2015 SET TARGET

SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY VISION & CREATION

SCIENCE-BASED TARGETS & PLASTICS PACT SIGNATORIES

FOOD WASTE ROAD MAP SIGNATORIES
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Sustainability
at Foyle Food Group
At Foyle, we are conscious of our responsibility to operate as
a sustainable business and committed to doing that well.
This means having a purpose beyond profit – one that ensures
we give equal priority to reducing our negative impacts on
the environment and increasing the positive difference we
can make in society. This ethos applies across every area of
our operations and underpins our support for the
UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

In this section
Our Approach to Sustainability
Our Global Commitment
Our Stakeholders
Defining What’s Material

Foyle Food Group
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Our Approach to Sustainability

Our Global Commitment

Our sustainability strategy is based on four key elements that are interlinked
and interdependent:

While we are a UK-based company, we have customers around the world and
we embrace our responsibility to help address global issues where we can.
For this reason, our sustainability efforts are aligned with the UN Sustainable
Development Goals. We have mapped our strategy to 2025 to those Goals
where we believe we can have the greatest impact.
As part of our materiality assessment, we identified nine Goals where we are
more closely aligned and can make the greatest difference.

Planet
People

Planet

Pasture
Product
Planet

Creating Greener Pastures

Providing Responsible Products

A commitment to support our farmers
and producers.

Responsible sourcing through product
innovation and food safety.

Protecting the Planet

Promoting Positive Change

Dedicating resource to
environmental conservation.

For our people and communities.

Pasture
Product
Planet
People

Product
Planet

Pasture
People

Pasture
Product
Planet

Pasture
Planet
People

Pasture
Product
Planet
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Our Stakeholders

Employees

Suppliers

Our stakeholders matter to us and engaging with them on the topics that
matter most to them is critical to our sustainability efforts. In creating our
sustainability strategy to 2025, we identified our key stakeholder groups and
spent time speaking and listening to them to truly understand their needs and
how we can best address them.

Driving our business and at its heart
are our employees. With 1,352 across
five sites, we work hard to engage our
people and understand what matters to
them. The reintroduction of an employee
survey this year has reopened a channel
of communication that will be vital to
encouraging feedback and input from those
at the heart of what makes Foyle Food
Group the great business it is.

Our suppliers range from the farmers and
producers that grow our beef to those that
provide equipment, products and services
that support our operations and the
delivery of our high-quality end products.
Our agriculture, sourcing and technical
teams work closely with suppliers on a
daily basis, developing mutually productive
relationships and ensuring we support
each other in achieving Foyle’s
sustainability ambitions.

Customers & Consumers

NGOs

From local butchers to supermarket
chains to quick service restaurants, our
customers are varied and valued highly
by the business. As part of their supply
chains, we have to meet their standards
and commitments regarding sustainability,
and we are confident of our abilities to
do that thanks to regular communication
and engagement on what matters most
to them. Consumers are a step further
away from us, but retain an important
degree of influence, albeit indirect. We are
conscious that consumer preferences drive
buying behaviour which in turn affects our
customers’ needs and demands to us.

There are a number of NGOs with a stake
in our business – whether it be in relation
to the growing and processing of our
beef or the environmental impact of our
operations or the employment of people at
our sites. We aim to be responsible in every
aspect of our operations, so listening and
responding to their concerns is something
we take seriously as we progress on our
sustainability journey.

We have more work to do in this space and stakeholder engagement will
become further embedded into how we do business and how we deliver on
our commitments in our sustainability strategy to 2025.
The key stakeholder groups we identified are outlined below:

Employees

Suppliers

Customers &
Consumers

NGOs

Government

Government
Regulation and legislation apply across
different areas of our business, from
farming and agriculture to environmental
impacts and of course our role as an
employer. Government is an important
stakeholder, particularly in light of Brexit
and its potential impacts on trade. We
comply with legislation as a minimum and
seek to go beyond in many areas in line with
our commitment to be a responsible and
sustainable company.

BUILDING A
SUSTAINABLE
FUTURE

Defining What’s Material
In creating our sustainability strategy, we undertook an exercise in defining
the topics that are most material to us as a company and mapped this with
our stakeholders to identify the issues on which we can make most impact.
An initial exercise identified a long list of topics which was further reviewed
by our senior team and a third-party sustainability expert and rationalised in
tandem with our stakeholder mapping. After further internal checks with key
delivery teams across the business, we agreed the final list of material topics
that are reflected on the matrix below.

Foyle Food Group
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As shown in the matrix, food safety and animal welfare emerged as the most
material issues. All the material topics included on the matrix will be covered
in this report in accordance with the disclosures required by the GRI.
We have more work to do in engaging with our stakeholders on what’s
material to them and will keep this in regular review, as attitudes and priorities
change and are affected by external forces, not least of which is the impact of
the pandemic and concerns around climate change and nature.

To aid the communication of these topics, we grouped them under four key
pillars – Pasture, Product, Planet and People. In addition to mapping the
topics according to business impact and stakeholder interest, we identified
the areas of overlap to support internal collaboration between teams in
addressing these issues.
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Pasture
Animal Welfare
Rural Economy

People
Diversity &
Inclusion
Employee
Development
& Wellbeing
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Foyle Food Group

Pasture
Pasture is where it all starts for us at Foyle. The land is a
critical component of our value chain and nurturing it is central
to our business. For us, this means having a commitment to
support our farmers and producers with a focus on:
Animal Welfare, Rural Economy and Greenhouse Gas Emissions.

In this section
Animal Welfare
Rural Economy
Greenhouse Gas Emissions

UN Sustainable Goals
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Foyle Food Group

Animal Welfare

Zero Major incidents
in 2019 – 2020

FR

We work in partnership with our producers and are always looking for ways
to improve performance on animal welfare.
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– Slips at unloading
– Secondary stuns
– Falls at unloading
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We are committed to compliance with
legislative standards. Preventative antibiotic
usage is not permitted in our supply
chain and use of HPCIA’s (Highest Priority
Critically Important Antibiotics) is not
desired. Growth promotion substances and
cloned animals are banned. All live animal
transportation is kept to within 8 hours, with
shorter transit preferred. Further detail on
these policies can be found in our Animal
Welfare Brochure at foylefoodgroup.com

Lifetime Farm Quality
Assured % increase
from 2019

PAIN

We strive to source beef from farms
accredited to a recognised standard such
as Red Tractor or Bord Bia, which ensures
farms are independently audited.

All our lairages focus on the principles set out by industry leading animal welfare
expert Temple Grandin, which allows freedom to explore natural behaviours.
We are subject to unannounced welfare audits and we record welfare outcomes
within our factories on the following:

HU

Underpinning the Foyle Food Group Animal
Welfare Policies are the following Five
Freedoms as set out by the Animal Welfare
Committee (AWC).

33

Temple Grandin

We have a strong commitment to ensure the
welfare of all farm animals within our supply
chain and we recognise that the health and
welfare of our animals is a founding principle
of our business.
The Agriculture and Technical team
work closely with all industry bodies, and
work collectively towards improving best
practices across the industry. Each site has
several trained animal welfare officers who
oversee the welfare of the animals in our
supply chain. The dedicated Agriculture
Team looks after the procurement of all
animals in the Foyle Food Group supply
chain, and it is their knowledge and
expertise that ensure our animal welfare
standards are always at the forefront of
decision making.

Sustainability Report 2020/21		
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In 2020

Key Targets to 2025

Animal Welfare brochure
published detailing Foyle’s
commitments.

Antibiotic usage in line with
RUMA standard (Responsible
Use of Antibiotics).

All sites achieve
BRC AA grading.

Transparency in Animal
Welfare Standards on Farms.
10% increase to lifetime farm
quality assured cattle.
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Rural Economy
The rural economy depends heavily on
companies like ours and we are committed
to supporting the local producer clubs
and farmers within our supply chain.
We will strive to improve opportunities
and contribute to thriving economies in
the rural areas we serve. At the heart of the
business is Foyle Producers Club which
was established in 1996 in the wake of the
BSE crisis. The underlying principles of the
club are:
– Strengthen the link from Farm to Fork
– Close working relationships with farmers
– Improve consistency of cattle
– Meet market requirements
– Maintain high quality standards
We evaluate the success of our rural
economy engagement through the
interactions we have with our producers
such as participation in our knowledge
transfer events. For example, we produce
digital and physical events to engage with
our suppliers to achieve the principles of
the producer club. By assessing the results,
we can determine the scale of impact we
have within our supply chain and make
adjustments to suit the requirements of
our producers where appropriate.

Foyle Food Group

Although we export product globally, we
prioritise local suppliers in line with our
sourcing policy. This ensures all our beef
products are 100% British and Irish. This
provides our customers with the assurance
that our beef products support the rural
economy within this region. We categorise
local suppliers to be those located within
8 hours transit to our facilities in line with
our animal welfare priorities.
Our significant locations of beef operation
are UK mainland (Foyle Gloucester and
Melton), NI (Foyle Campsie and Omagh)
and ROI (Foyle Donegal). With our animal
by-products business being in NI
(Foyle Bio and Proteins).

Sustainability Report 2020/21		
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Foyle Producer Clubs
Our Producer Clubs ensure that we can liaise directly with our farmers
on legislation, animal health and best industry practices. Throughout the
year the Club organises several knowledge transfers events that promote
the overall welfare of the animal. The events range from on-farm nutrition
advice to grassland management and regenerative farming tools
and resources.
At Foyle Food Group we are proud to say that we source from independent
family farms where practices and husbandry techniques have been handed
down through the generations.

100% of purchased volume
from suppliers compliant

Proportion of spend on local
suppliers (cattle)

76%

2019

78%

2020

Charts represent proportion of FFG spend on
cattle against total spend.

In 2020

Key Targets to 2025

We published a collection of
sustainable farming digital
best practice guides, on
topics such as grassland
management, nutrition and
soil fertility.

Produce 5 best practice R&D
projects within producer
supply chain.
Publish an annual collection
of sustainable farming best
practice guides.
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Foyle Food Group

GHG Emissions
Greenhouse gas emissions are a significant
consideration for agri-food producers
and we are focused on reducing these as
a matter of priority. To do so with rigour
and transparency, we have set ScienceBased Targets (SBTs) in conjunction with
the Science-Based Targets Initiative (SBTi).
To manage our impact and reduce our
emissions on farm, we have developed a
complete farm engagement decarbonisation
plan in line with our pledge to maintain
global warming well below 2°c. This aligns
with our commitment to achieve our SBTs
by 2030. The plan itself will be delivered
through the farm engagement projects
we offer through Foyle Producer Clubs.
To evaluate our progress, we will annually
compile our emissions data and report our
Scope 3 emissions against a 2019 baseline.
As committed signatories of the ScienceBased Targets initiative, our decarbonisation
plan focuses on the emission reductions that
can be delivered on farm though sustainable
agriculture practices such as:

We do this through Knowledge Transfer
Partnerships where we engage with our
supply base to provide guidance and
support to help them help us in our efforts
to decarbonise.
For example, through our Producer Clubs
intranet we have provided webinars and best
practice guides that have a positive impact on
farms both financially and environmentally.
Further, we have committed to delivering five
research and development (R&D) projects by
2025 that support the scientific and practical
benefits of sustainable agriculture practices.
As a signatory to SBTs this is a topic we take
very seriously. We are committed to reducing
our Scope 3 emissions from agriculture
by embracing innovation in animal health,
nutrition and genetics wherever possible.
The graph below represents Scope 3
emissions for total business. 2020 recorded
a small rise due to increase volume.

Other (indirect)
Scope 3 Emissions
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Science-Based Targets
In 2020 we embarked upon the task of carbon footprinting
our entire value chain. We did this to assess our impact on
climate change and ultimately put a plan in place to manage
our impacts. This resulted in our commitment to the ScienceBased Targets Initiative.

Decarbonisation
projects and
knowledge transfers
in 2020

Key Targets to 2025
SBT Scope 3 Absolute
reduction of 7% against
a 2019 baseline.

Animal Health
Superior genetics
programme
Animal Nutrition
Animal nutrition webinar
Grassland Management
Live blog project on paddock
grazing

Animal Health

Soil Fertility
& Fertiliser
Management

Soil Fertility
Best practice video

Animal Nutrition

Grassland
Management

Fertiliser Management
Best practice guide
We engaged the Carbon
Trust to develop rigorous,
science-based targets to
reduce our emissions in
order to keep warming
well below 2°c.
2019
(2,233,260)

2020
(2,243,216)

Our 2030
Commitment
Reduce Scope 1&2 emissions
by 28%.
Reduce Scope 3 emissions
by 14%.
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Product
At Foyle Food Group we’re conscious that we have a real opportunity
to make a positive impact at every stage in our value chain.
From the production of our products, to sourcing goods to
servicing our customers, we are driven by our responsibility to
do business in a transparent and accountable way.
Our material areas in relation to product are: Food Safety,
Responsible Sourcing, Marketplace Responsibility and Packaging.

In this section
Food Safety
Responsible Sourcing
Marketplace Responsibility
Packaging

UN Sustainable Goals
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Food Safety
The safety and quality of the product
we place onto the market is of paramount
importance to us, our customers and the
end consumer. Ensuring that we go beyond
regulatory and voluntary obligations is
central to Foyle’s business. We manage this
with a top-class department of food industry
specialists at every site. Our technical teams
are tasked with monitoring the condition
and practices at our facilities. They are
integral in developing our food safety
culture, eliminating food safety risks and
showcasing our commitment to be industry
leading. A significant element of their role
is continuously horizon-scanning for new
technology and processes that will help
Foyle to exceed its obligations and optimise
performance. We evaluate our management
approach through compliance with
12 third-party standards. We use standards
such as the British Retail Consortium Food
Safety Standard (BRC) to benchmark our
sites and set goals that see us go far beyond
simple compliance.
Going Beyond Compliance
At Foyle Food Group, we are not satisfied
by just meeting standards, we are
passionate about exceeding them.
Our culture for proactive preventative
problem solving through effective root
cause analysis encapsulates our efforts
towards best practice. With a specialist
Group Technical team continuously auditing
sites and investigating new opportunities
and technologies, we are constantly
developing and improving ahead of the
demands of the industry.

Foyle Food Group

Food Safety Culture
Defined as “The attitudes, values and/or
beliefs which are prevalent at our sites,
relating to the importance of product safety
and the confidence in the product safety
systems, processes and procedures used
by the site”. (BRC v8) Although it is a recent
requirement to demonstrate compliance
to this in audits, this is certainly not a new
practice in Foyle. With a proven high track
record for exceptional audit scores across
all our sites, a positive food safety culture is
ingrained in every employee from their first
day on site. With a detailed induction, visual
presentations in communal areas and on the
job training by our experienced production
team, positive food safety culture
is encouraged and implemented
throughout the business.
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UV Lights
In 2020, we introduced UV steriliser lights in our chills at the primal sites.
This technology was specially designed for the meat industry and kills surface
bacteria on the railings and surrounding environment in as little as 10 seconds.
With a reduction in surface bacteria on the carcasses, this leads to a safer
product with a prolonged shelf-life.

We innovate our processes
with technology
Innovation is a key area in which we excel.
Investing in new technologies to improve
quality, safety and efficiency makes us
an exciting and fast-growing business.
From trialling contamination scanners to
introducing UV sterilisers, we are passionate
about being a leader in the industry.

Zero non-compliances
with regulations
or voluntary codes
concerning food safety
in 2019 & 2020

In 2020

Key Targets to 2025

All FFG sites achieved AA
grade during BRC audits.

Maintain AA grading in BRC
audits at all sites.
Continue to consistently
achieve the highest grades in
customer audits.
Continue to have zero food
safety, microbial or foreign
body recall issues.
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Responsible
Sourcing
This material topic encompasses how
we engage and manage our value chain to
eliminate social and environmental impacts.
As an organisation with strong food
safety, ethical trading and environmental
credentials, we are committed to extending
these standards beyond our own facilities
through a process of assessment upstream
and downstream of our activities.
To manage these risks, we outline supplier
conditions that must be met in order to do
business with us.
When considering new suppliers for
our procurement portfolio we assess
them for social and environmental criteria.
If a supplier is deemed to be a risk to the
standard of our value chain, we conduct
supplier assessments covering food
safety, ethical trading and environmental
standards. We use these assessments to
ensure suppliers comply. On an annual basis
we evaluate the conditions that we ask
suppliers to meet and identify suppliers at
high risk. For any supplier considered high
risk, further desk and physical assessments
are conducted and necessary corrective
action taken.
Openness and transparency is critical in our
supply chain to ensure responsible sourcing
of products we rely on in our business.
A critical part of our sourcing policy is
ensuring that our suppliers meet the criteria
of the Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI) base
code. Through compliance with this,
we ensure our value chain is free of the
social impacts outlined above.

Foyle Food Group

Environmental Impacts
All suppliers must meet the minimum
compliance requirements of government
regulations, for example pollution
prevention and control. Our largest
suppliers must be ISO 14001 accredited to
demonstrate compliance. We assess
specific suppliers against conditions that
impact our compliance such as packaging
and biodiversity.
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Banning Nuisance & Unnecessary Plastics
We assessed our packaging portfolio and identified all plastic types used
within our business. From this assessment we categorised these items as Red,
Amber and Green in line with the UK Plastics Pact. This formed our new plastic
procurement policy, which was circulated to our packaging suppliers.
Going forward all plastics identified will be targeted for removal.

Social Impacts
Addressed
Modern Slavery
Poor Working Conditions
Discrimination
Human Rights Abuses
Child Labour

Zero suppliers identified
as having significant actual
and potential negative
social impacts in 2020
0% of suppliers identified
as having social impacts
where improvements were
agreed in 2020
0% of suppliers identified
as having negative social
impacts where relationship
was terminated in 2020

In 2020

Key Targets to 2025

We established the ethical
and environmental criteria
that our suppliers must
adhere to. Using this as our
baseline we will continue to
evaluate our social
and environmental risks and
address them accordingly.

All Tier 1 suppliers must meet
annually revised standards
Support 10% of Tier 2
suppliers to improve their
standards.
100% removal of ‘nuisance’
plastics in procurement.
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Marketplace
Responsibility
The material topic of Marketplace
Responsibility is about providing healthy
and affordable food and discouraging
wasteful consumption of our products. It is
about addressing the demands of different
marketplaces in a fair and sustainable way
that adds value and disadvantages no-one.
As one of the leading single beef processors
in the UK, we understand the effort that
goes into making food and we will play
our part in reducing waste and offering
healthier foods.
We champion the Love Food Hate Waste
Programme alongside UN Sustainable
Development Goals 2, Zero Hunger
and 12, Responsible Consumption and
Production. We manage this by outlining
policies specific to the three key areas we
are addressing: (1) consumer food waste,
(2) packaging recycling and (3) healthy
eating options. Our products are required
to provide the necessary information to
positively influence consumer behaviour at
point of use. To evaluate our management
of this area we ensure that our policies
comply with the latest research and
recommendations from government,
customers and NGOs such as Wrap,
FSA and devolved Public Health agencies.
End of Life Packaging
Similar to our healthy eating instructions,
our packaging contains accurate disposal
instructions to encourage recycling and
discourage wasteful resource utilisation.
We continue to work with our customers to
increase awareness of recycling options for
our packaging at consumer level.

Foyle Food Group

Consumer Food Waste
As advocates of the Love Food Hate Waste
programme, we champion the principles
of preventable food waste at consumer
level. We do this through promotion of
practices that keep our packaged food
fresh for longer. To support these consumer
practices, we provide food waste collection
facilities in our workplaces. In addition, all
our product packaging provides accurate
storage instructions to promote optimal
shelf life of our products at home. In order to
further our efforts here, we are continuously
investigating leading technologies and
practices that extend the shelf life of our
products. Our ambition is to extend the safe
period in which our products can be eaten
so consumers have a longer period to enjoy
them, thus reducing the likelihood of them
being wasted.
Healthy Eating Options
Lean red meats can form part of a nutritious
and healthy diet. As our products are high
in Protein, B Vitamins and Zinc they can
be complementary to a balanced plate.
Through employee engagement and our
social media platforms, we aim to raise
awareness amongst consumers on the
benefits of eating our products. Further,
we work closely with our customers to
ensure that our products comply with all
FSA guidelines and contribute to their
healthy eating plans. To encourage healthy
consumption of our products at consumer
level, we agree on-pack guidelines for
portion sizes and cooking instructions
as well.
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Love Food Hate Waste
Foyle Food Group is a signatory to the Wrap Food Waste Roadmap and we
are committed to halving our food waste by 2030 in line with UN SDG 12.3.
However, we believe that our responsibility does not end at the factory gates.
As most food waste occurs at home, we have decided to promote and support
the Love Food Hate Waste programme in all ways possible.

In 2020

Key Targets to 2025

Foyle had its first food waste
week at our sites to promote
sustainable consumer
behaviour amongst our
employees.

All packaging to contain
accurate storage and
recycling instructions.

We mapped our waste
profile across all sites and
installed necessary facilities
to recycle and segregate
food waste.

Promote the natural health
benefits of beef.
Develop a healthy eating
plan in line with our
customer requirements.
Increase transparency of
the nutritional content of
our products.
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Packaging
Packaging is an integral part of our
business and provides critical protection
to ensure that our product arrives to the
consumer fresh, safe and in the quality
it deserves. Using high grade packaging
such as plastic allows us to guarantee shelf
life and reduce food waste throughout
our value chain. However, there are clear
environmental concerns about wasteful
and careless treatment of packaging at
its ‘end of life’ phase.
Our management of this area focuses on
primary and secondary packaging. Our
approach follows the principles of circular
economy whereby we ‘design out waste
and pollution and keep products and
materials in use’. These principles align
closely with our commitment to Wrap’s
Plastics Pact. Through these commitments
we will reduce our packaging footprint,
support recycling systems and ensure
that when our packaging reaches its ‘end
of life’ phase, it can be reused, recycled
or composted. To evaluate our success
against these ambitions, we will monitor our
packaging recycled content from supplier
questionnaires and evaluate the ‘end of
life’ phase of each item recorded in our
packaging portfolio to ensure compliance.

Foyle Food Group
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Primary Packaging

2020

2019

Plastics Pact

Reusable Tonnes
Recyclable Tonnes
Compostable Tonnes
Disposable Tonnes
Total Tonnes

0
311
0
555
866

0
248
0
451
699

In 2020 Foyle Food Group became Associate Members of Wrap’s Plastics Pact.
Having formed in 2018, this business coalition is a world leading programme
dedicated to eliminating plastic waste and acting as a catalyst to deliver
real circularity in plastic packaging. Foyle’s role in this is to transform the
packaging we place on the market so that it can be collected, sorted and
reused/recycled or composted at its ‘end of life’.

Average % Recycled
Content

29%

21%

Secondary Packaging

2020

2019

Reusable Tonnes
Recyclable Tonnes
Compostable Tonnes
Disposable Tonnes
Total Tonnes

5,606
1,698
0
0
7,304

4,465
1,837
0
0
6,302

Cardboard % Recycled
Content
Cardboard % FSC/PEFC
Certified

73%

64%

100%

99%

Key Commitments of
the UK Plastics Pact
Eliminate problematic or
unnecessary single-use
packaging through redesign,
innovation or alternative
(reuse) delivery model.
100% of plastics packaging
to be reusable, recyclable or
compostable.

In 2020
63% of palleted product
was sent in reusable transit
packaging.
73% average recycled
content of our recyclable
cardboard boxes.
29% average recycled
content of our single use and
recyclable plastic packaging.

70% of plastic packaging
recycled or composted.
30% average recycled
content across all plastic
packaging.

Key Targets to 2025
Deliver the commitments of
the UK Plastics Pact.
25% reduction in primary
packaging.
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Planet
Without a stable environment, one where resources are
conserved and nature protected, the basis of our very existence
becomes precarious and uncertain. At Foyle, we will do
our bit to support stability by focusing our efforts on:
Resource Efficiency, Circular Economy and Biodiversity.

In this section
Resource Efficiency
Circular Economy
Biodiversity

UN Sustainable Goals
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Resource Efficiency
Resources are central to the delivery of
our products and how we manage them
dictates a significant portion of the burden
we place on the environment. Managing
resources such as energy, GHG, water and
waste to more sustainable levels helps
us run more efficiently and at a lower
cost. Foyle has a long history of putting in
place systems to monitor and manage our
resources, set ambitious reduction targets
and deliver successes that lessen our impact
on the environment. From being an early
adopter of an ISO 14001 environmental
management system in 2007, the Origin
Green sustainability standard in 2012,
a Zero Waste to Landfill policy in 2015 and
an ISO 50001 energy management system
in 2015, resource efficiency has simply
been part of how we operate at Foyle.
We frequently evaluate performance
against our targets at operator, factory
and director level to ensure that we
meet our commitments.
Energy
Foyle utilises renewable (renewable
electricity 4%) and non-renewable
(fossil electricity, gas, LPG and diesel 96%)
energy sources to produce our products. We
closely monitor our consumption with the
use of smart metering. The information this
provides acts as the foundation to develop
energy performance indicators that we use
in our ISO 50001 system to manage energy
from the ground up. Using our three-tier
communication structure, we facilitate
energy engagement from operator to
director level to drive efficiency and reduce
our impact.

Foyle Food Group
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Greenhouse Gas Emissions
As with our management of energy, we have
looked carefully at how our consumption
drives CO₂ emissions from our operations.
Through a complete carbon footprinting
exercise we determined key climate change
risks associated with our business and
developed a decarbonisation plan to address
these and achieve our Science-Based
Targets (SBTs) by 2030.
For example, emissions from cattle (Scope
3) form most of our footprint and under the
Pasture pillar in our sustainability strategy,
we have a farm level decarbonisation plan to
deliver our SBTs.
Likewise, we have a clear plan to
decarbonise our own operations (Scopes
1&2). Electricity makes up 29% of our
entire energy portfolio with fossil-derived
energy comprising 86% of our electricity
consumption. By 2022 we will have
migrated all our sites to certified renewable
electricity. This renewable-sourced energy
will complement the renewable energy
we generate to decarbonise our Scope
2 emissions and assist us in reaching our
Scopes 1&2 SBTs. Further, we will continue
to engage with industry experts to reduce
our reliance on other fossil fuels such as
natural gas, through heat exchanging and
alternative fuels.

Our 2030 Science-Based Targets
Reduce Scope 1&2 emissions by 28%.
Reduce Scope 3 emissions by 14%.
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2019

2020

Unit

Energy Usage

81,628

84,709

MWh

Energy Intensity

0.71

0.72

MWh per Tonne

Scope 1 Emissions

12,744

12,496

tCO₂e

Scope 2 Emissions

6,237

5,632

tCO₂e

Scope 3 Emissions

2,233,260

2,243,216

tCO₂e

GHG Emissions Intensity
Product (Scopes 1-3)

24.34

24.15

tCO₂e per Tonne

Foyle Energy Breakdown MWh
Diesel
1,569

LPG
7,081

Natural Gas
51,359

NonRenewable
Electricity
21,183

Renewable
Electricity
3,517
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Water
We source water from mains, boreholes and
rainwater harvesting. Water used on our
sites is discharged to either river or sewer
after it has been treated. Our discharges
are conducted under licence and our water
related risks are regulated under our site
pollution prevention permits. We use site
and laboratory analysis to monitor its
condition to avoid pollution.
To measure water efficiency, we have
an extensive network of meters linked to
our real-time monitoring system.
This information is used to monitor
consumption and detect leaks in our
facilities. With this data we set targets
and manage consumption through our
ISO 14001 environmental system.
2019

Food Waste
Beef production results in food grade and
non-food grade by-products. All food grade
items remain in the food chain and so are
not waste. Many non-food grade items are
treated as wastes. To manage their impact,
we incorporate these into our value chain
through investment in facilities to manage
these in-house and create further products,
see ‘circular economy’.
In 2020 we became signatories of Wrap’s
Food Waste Roadmap in line with SDG 12.3
to halve food waste by 2030. We have taken
steps to reduce practices which result in
food-grade items becoming by-products
that must be treated as non-food grade and
therefore wasted.
Non-food Waste
Items such as mixed waste (packaging) and
engineering waste (Oils scrap, etc.) are
managed as part of ISO 14001 with third
party contractors employed to manage this
waste on our behalf. To ensure they meet
our compliance standards we audit them
annually. Since 2015, zero waste from our
sites has been sent to landfill.

30,003
29,992

232,247
231,279

262,250
261,271

2020

Waste
The production of beef products results in
waste streams that can be categorised as
food and non-food waste.

Water
Abstraction
M³

Water
Total

Water
Intensity
M³/
Tonne

Food Waste % Output
2.44 in 2019
1.76 in 2020
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Food Waste
To halve our food waste by 2030 in line with SDG 12.3 we have taken
these steps:
Lean Management
We have specially trained green belt leaders at all sites, communication
structures that encourage bottom-up problem solving and daily performance
evaluation at department level where we target food waste.
Technological Investment
We have invested in ergonomic processing. One standout investment in this
regard is our grading and contamination prevention equipment – Sensor X.
This allows us to accurately grade product, eliminate contamination onsite
and reduce product returns.

In 2020

Key Targets to 2025

We set our Science-Based
Target to reduce Absolute
Scope 1&2 emissions by 28%
by 2030 with a target of 14%
by 2025.

Reduce Scope 1&2 emissions
by 14%.

We completed our
submission to Wrap’s
Food Waste Roadmap.

Achieve 50% recycling rate
for municipal wastes.

20% of all electricity
used in Foyle was from
renewable sources.

2.27
2.23
Water
Mains
M³
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25% reduction in food waste.
15% reduction in water.
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Circular Economy
Foyle Food Group is dedicated to minimising
waste and maximising the value of
resources. We also strive to replace the
linear ‘take-make-waste’ model with an
ambition to reintroduce resources into our
value chain where possible. To manage this,
we analyse our input resources to design
out waste and pollution. We also analyse
our output resources to keep products and
materials in use and regenerate natural
systems. We collate all this information
centrally through collection of weighbridge
reports and invoices.
Through a mass balance of resources,
we identify where opportunities exist.
To prevent waste generation, we assess
opportunities upstream of our business.
For example, we are committed to designing
out packaging waste by delivering 100%
reusable, recyclable and compostable
packaging by 2025.

Foyle Food Group

Downstream of our business we have
taken significant steps to manage animal
by-product waste with investment inhouse:
1. Foyle Proteins is our rendering facility
where we convert inedible animal
by-product wastes into sustainable fuels
such as tallow used in biodiesel and bone
meal used as biomass fuel in large industry.
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Foyle Bio
This is our anaerobic digestion business. We utilise organic waste such as that
from our water treatment works to make biogas. We then burn this biogas as a
renewable fuel to generate electric and heat for our factories. Once these byproducts are processed, a solid biomaterial remains in the tank. We pasteurise
this material and make it into a valuable fertiliser which our producers use to
sustain the grass pastures our cattle thrive on.

2. Foyle Bio is our anaerobic digestion
plant. This facility is used to convert process
wastes such as water treatment waste into
renewable electricity and heat used in our
factories.
Where we do not have the facilities to
manage our waste, we utilise third party
contractors. We ensure that these practices
are fulfilled through an annual audit of our
third-party suppliers and their custody
documentation. For example, municipal
wastes such as cardboard and plastics. The
cardboard and hard plastics are recycled.
Flexible plastics are sent for incineration
where they generate electricity having been
diverted from landfill.

In 2020

Key Targets to 2025

Foyle Bio converted 10,378
tonnes of food waste into
renewable electricity and
heat which was used in our
meat processing plant Foyle
Campsie.

20% increase in waste to
energy generation.

Renewable electricity
generated at Foyle Bio
displaced 798,892kg CO₂
– equivalent to electricity
emissions for
888 households.

10% reduction in single
use consumable materials.

Foyle Proteins converted
45,417 tonnes of food
waste into biodiesel tallow
– each litre emitting 94%
less kgCO₂e per litre than
mineral diesel.

Double heat recovery from
waste to energy machinery
at Foyle Bio.

Circular Economy
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Biodiversity
We recognise that biodiversity loss is a
key challenge of our time and that we can
be a catalyst for change within our sector.
Ecological prosperity has an enormous
impact on the health of our cattle and is an
area where supply chain engagement is key
to deliver change. Further, we appreciate
that our operations can impact biodiversity
in ways both local to our operations,
such as pollution in our waterways, and in
remote regions across the globe, such as
destruction of critical habitats.
Through an assessment of the biodiversity
risks associated with our business, we aim to
halt the degradation of ecological habitats
and where possible, deliver enhanced
biodiversity. For example, identification of
supply chain risks has provided an outline
of the activities we will address in the
immediate future, with an ambition to adapt
accordingly to address further risks that
emerge. We will evaluate our impact against
criteria that provide confidence to us and to
our customers that Foyle Food Group
has taken all possible steps to have a
positive impact.

For example, we have taken action to
eliminate deforestation from soya in our
supply chain. We have also promoted
alternative fertiliser management
technologies and practices with ‘Foyle
Producer Clubs’. Namely, we demonstrated
precision nutrient loading of farmland
through soil analysis and best practice
spreading guidance to reduce surface run
off and pollution risk of eutrophication.
Further, we have engaged with our
packaging and paper suppliers to ensure
that all our paper consumables are made
from sustainably sourced pulp. Our
cardboard boxes consist of 73% recycled
content with the remaining 27% of virgin
material being 100% sourced from
FSC forests.
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Sustainable Soya
In 2020 Foyle took action to address unsustainable soya feed in our
supply chain. We recognise that this feed ingredient can be sourced
from deforested regions as well as sustainable regions. For our suppliers
to identify which soya is harming biodiversity is difficult, so we took
long-term, and short-term actions to address this:
Long-term – We became members of the Roundtable on Responsible
Soya to engage at national level to ban the import of deforested soya.
Short-term – We published an animal nutrition masterclass with leading
experts to improve animal health and farm efficiency. In doing so, we
promoted soya free diets that were equally as effective but eliminated
deforestation risk.

In 2020

Key Targets to 2025

We developed our first
biodiversity wildflower
garden at Foyle Omagh, UK.

Eliminate deforestation
within our supply chain.

We became full members
of the Roundtable on
Responsible Soya.
Biodiversity Risk

Direct/Indirect

Nature of Impact

Impacts

Deforestation
for soya and
paper pulp

Indirect

Habitat
Conversion

Negative impacts on multiple
species across large areas,
long-term irreversible impacts

On farm pollution

Indirect

Pollution

Negative impacts on freshwater
species in localised areas,
medium term reversible impacts

Onsite pollution

Direct

Pollution

Negative impacts on freshwater
species in localised areas,
medium term reversible impacts
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All cardboard packaging
purchased by
Foyle was from sustainably
sourced forests
– i.e. FSC or PEFC certified.

Engage with 100% of
our suppliers to enhance
biodiversity on farm.
Develop two enhanced
biodiversity spaces on
Foyle property.
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People
Like any organisation, people are central to our success,
now and in the future. Whether it is our own employees,
or the communities in which we operate, we are committed
to investing in their wellbeing and development at every stage
and through every arm of our business. Material topics for us
under this pillar are: Employee Development & Wellbeing,
Diversity & Inclusion, Ethical Trading and Local Communities.

In this section
Employee Development & Wellbeing
Diversity & Inclusion
Ethical Trading
Local Communities

UN Sustainable Goals

Foyle Food Group
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Employee
Development
& Wellbeing
Covering employee learning and
development, along with health and
wellbeing – both physical and mental
– this topic is critical to our sustainability.
As well as investing in skills and training and
providing healthy working conditions, we
are committed to developing knowledge and
understanding of sustainability among our
own employees and the wider community in
order to increase engagement on this vital
issue. This is managed through the HR team
at each site. Our HR professionals lead on
development and wellbeing projects and
initiatives to deliver our intended outcomes.
We evaluate this area through an annual
employee engagement survey, whereby we
seek their feedback on our performance in
delivering health & wellbeing and learning
& development initiatives.
Benefits Provided to Employees
All employees are directly employed by
us and receive competitive remuneration,
pension contributions, life assurance,
annual medical, 28 days paid leave, parental
leave, subsidised canteen, free parking,
discounted gym membership and our cycle
to work scheme. We do not employ any staff
through agencies, ensuring full protection
for all our employees under our company
employment contracts.

Foyle Food Group
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Staff Turnover

Employee Training

Apprenticeship Programme

The figures below are calculated based on
those leaving after at least 3 months’ service.

All employees receive Food Safety, H&S
and environmental induction training
appropriate to their role, for example manual
handling, confined space training, food
hygiene level 1, ISO 14001, etc. To reinforce
this training, we circulate H&S messaging
across our employee TV screens and
notice boards.

Our apprenticeship programme is open
to all eligible employees and offers the
opportunity to gain valuable expertise and
skills whilst maintaining full employment
within our business. Around 21% of the
eligible workforce is enrolled in the
apprenticeship programme currently,
drawing recognition from then Minister
for the Economy Diane Dodds in 2021.
On completion of the apprenticeship,
employees receive a payment of £750.
We are proud to offer this to upskill our
employees and develop our personnel
into management roles. One of our recent
success stories is Gary Mitchell who
progressed through the programme.

2.67% Turnover in 2019
2.25% in 2020

Health & Safety
Foyle Food group operates a managed
Health & Safety (H&S) system at all sites,
covering all business areas and employees.
Foyle’s H&S system was implemented
to ensure compliance with all necessary
regulations in GB, NI and ROI. Through a
process of risk assessment, staff training,
management and auditing, we provide
assurance that associated H&S risks from
our manufacturing processes are managed
accordingly. Our H&S professionals are
trained to NEBOSH Diploma standard and
have the necessary expertise to identify and
manage our risk register. Our employees
assist by reporting near misses under our
‘charity of choice’ initiative. Where incidents
occur, a root cause analysis is completed
and the risk register is adjusted accordingly.

12 NHS incidents per
million hours worked
during 2019 and 10 in 2020

To further invest in our people, we have
a site-based development programme to
upskill our employees in specialist food
manufacturing skills. As our employees
progress, they are rewarded with pay
increases commensurate with their
skills. Further, all employees can join our
apprenticeship scheme to progress into
management roles.
Occupational Health
Foyle provides occupational health services
through our internal Occupational Health
Nurse. We provide confidential annual
medicals for all employees and where
appropriate employees are referred to the
occupational health doctor.

1,260 medical completed
by occupational health
nurse in 2019 and 1,240
in 2020

232 Referrals to
occupational health
doctors in 2019 and
225 in 2020

“Foyle is a company with many
opportunities to move around the business,
but I always thought I didn’t have the
necessary skills or qualifications to move
roles. I joined Foyle straight from school
when I was 16 years old. I later joined the
apprenticeship programme at the age of
34 and I was initially apprehensive about
returning to ‘school work’. I envisaged that
everyone on the programme would be much
younger, but I soon realised that there is all
ages and academic abilities in the scheme.
I completed an NVQ Level 2 & 3 in food
production and was promoted to Boning
Hall Supervisor.”
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Graduate Programme

Employee Survey

Our graduate programme was introduced
in 2012. The programme provides each
graduate with a tailored plan for their
development and places them with a
mentor. They get on-the-job training
from farm to factory, ensuring that they
understand all aspects of the business.
They also have a business project with a
final presentation to the Executive Board.
Since its introduction, several graduates
have progressed into senior roles within
the business in Agriculture, Sales and
Human Resources.

In 2021 we introduced an employee survey
that was distributed to all colleagues
and made available in 13 languages.
Our aim was to get an understanding of
how our colleagues rated the company on
management and values and to identify
areas for improvement. A third of the
workforce responded, which was in keeping
with first-time employee survey and
Covid-19 restrictions.

10 graduates
in senior roles
in 2019 and
11 in 2020

80% stated that they
would recommend
Foyle as a place to work

80% felt that the business
did a good job on
Health and Safety

As Heather Mackey says:
“At Foyle we are a responsible
employer who thrives on giving graduates
unparalleled exposure, training and support.
When I joined the Graduate Programme,
I was able to experience so many different
elements of business and I was exposed
to so many opportunities for learning and
development. In my 20 plus years at Foyle
I have progressed through the business
and am one of the growing numbers of
females on the leadership team. I would
encourage anyone to pursue a career in
the food industry.”

We did learn that we need to do more to
improve communications, support staff
mental health and develop more training
opportunities. It is with the information
from this survey that we will work on
ensuring an improved employee offering,
through monthly business updates and in
the summer of 2021 the introduction of a
new employee benefit and communication
app. In response to the concerns raised
around mental health by employees, now
the company has several mental health first
aiders at each site.

In 2020

Key Targets to 2025

17 employees received
bikes through our cycle
to work scheme.

Continue to evolve our safety
and occupational health
programmes.

We trained 9 mental health
first aiders – at least one for
each site.

Develop and implement
annual action plans to
address feedback from
employee surveys.

We invested almost £60k
on professional
development training.

Maintain workforce numbers
in light of Brexit challenges.
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Diversity
& Inclusion
Providing equality of opportunity and being
inclusive in our approach is important to
FFG and our stakeholders – particularly our
current and future workforce. We know
that a more diverse company can better
serve a diverse society and bring valuable
new perspectives to how we do business.
To manage this, we monitor our employee
profile against gender, nationality and age to
understand what our workforce profile looks
like and enable us to take steps to address
any imbalances.

Foyle Food Group

We do this in relation to gender by
supporting our senior female colleagues
with career development, through
membership of organisations such as
Women in Meat, which is paid for by the
company. We have also developed projects
to target increased employment amongst
under-represented groups. We also strive to
provide assistance to employees in their first
language, to ensure no one is disadvantaged
by not being a native English speaker. To
evaluate our success, we conduct an annual
employee survey and ask our employees to
provide feedback on their thoughts on our
diversity & inclusion programmes.

Diversity Profile

2020

2019

Gender Balance (all employees) %

M 82 / F 18

M 82 / F 18

Gender Balance (board of directors) %

M 66 / F 34

M 86 / F 14

Gender Balance (management roles) %

M 70 / F 30

M 72 / F 28

Gender Balance (operative roles) %

M 83 / F 17

M 83 / F 17

Nationality %

British/Irish 59
Euro 36
Non-Euro 5

British/Irish 57
Euro 38
Non-Euro 5

Age Groups %

17-30: 36
31-40: 26
41-50: 22
51-60: 14
61+: 2

17-30: 35
31-40: 27
41-50: 22
51-60: 14
61+: 2

1.0

1.0

Gender Pay Gap
Gender Pay GB Sites
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Stronger Together
Through ongoing development of our policies and practices based on the
latest guidance from organisations such as ‘Stronger Together’, we ensure that
we remain at the forefront of diversity & inclusion in everything we do. As a
company we will accept nothing less than zero instances of discrimination,
harassment or bullying. To maintain the necessary skills and knowledge in this
area of HR, our team attends regular training to manage this area effectively.

In 2020

Key Targets to 2025

90% of surveyed employees
stated that Foyle welcomed
people from all backgrounds.

Measure and report on the
gender pay gap across the
entire group.

All HR team attended
Modern Day Slavery and
Zero Discrimination training.

Measure and report on
workforce diversity across
the group.

We measured the pay gap
at our GB sites and found no
disparity between male and
female pay rates.

Maintain zero instances of
diversity discrimination.
Provide unconscious bias
training to all senior staff
and managers.
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Ethical Trading
Trading ethically is important to us, our
customers and our employees. We are
transparent and accountable in our business
dealings, using our resources as a larger
employer to support and bolster smaller
suppliers where we can. We manage our
ethical trading accreditation through our
site HR professionals. Our teams have the
necessary expertise and training in order
to manage this material topic effectively.
We utilise the structure of the SMETA
ethical trading standard in line with the
Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI) Base Code.
Our approach is evaluated through
third-party audits completed annually.
As part of these assessments, we are given
actions to address any shortcomings and
we use these as the basis for continually
improving our approach.
In order to ensure that our value chain is free
of social risks, we have become accredited
within the SMETA Standard. This structured
approach to ethical trading allows us to
remove the social risks within our supply
chain such as modern-day slavery, poor
working conditions, discrimination, human
rights abuses and child labour. In order
to deliver a value chain completely free
of such social impacts, we undertake
supplier surveys upstream of our activities
to ensure that these impacts are addressed
and eliminated. This allows us to provide
assurance to our customers that the product
that reaches them is compliant with the
most stringent social conditions and that the
process of delivering this product has not
had adverse impacts on society.
The next step in this process involves
training of our line managers on human
rights abuses and modern slavery and
this is a key target.

Foyle Food Group
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SMETA Accreditation
100% of new of suppliers
screened using social
criteria in 2020

The strength of our approach to ethical trading is evident through our
third- party accreditations in line with the SMETA Audit. Through a structured
audit of our entire business, we can provide assurance that social impacts in
our supply chain have been managed according to stringent standards and
that the key issues identified through the ETI Base Code have been suitably
addressed. This is reflected in our zero instances of discrimination,
modern-day slavery, human rights abuses or child labour.

35 Ethical Trading Audit
non-compliances in 2019
and 7 in 2020

Zero incidents of
discrimination
in 2019 and 2020

In 2020

Key Targets to 2025

Foyle underwent
11 third-party ethical
trading audits.

All line managers to
undertake modern
slavery, human rights and
anti-corruption training.

Foyle completed 37 ethical
trading supplier checks
within our supply chain.
100% of employees
directly employed, i.e.
no agency staff.

100% of suppliers
to be fully compliant
with ETI Base Code.
Maintain prompt payment
standards with all suppliers
to support their cashflow
and growth.
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Local Communities
In the rural areas where we do business and
where the farmers who supply us live and
work, local communities are particularly
active and important. We invest in these
communities, adding value and sharing
our skills and resources where they can be
of most use. As we interact with multiple
local community groups, we manage
our interactions with local communities
through a combined effort from our HR,
procurement and communications teams.
Through a centrally-managed approach
where we set out annual plans, we convene
regularly to ensure that we are aligning our
actions with our planned expectations.
We recognise that further work in required
to formalise this approach in a structured
way that allows us to measure impact on
local communities. This is a key ambition
as part of our sustainability efforts to 2025.
Our approach is evaluated through quarterly
reviews by the sustainability team. Here
we discuss progress against our planned
interactions and set out actions where
necessary to ensure timely delivery of
our objectives.
As a company, we pride ourselves on
working with local schools. We support
career advice and potential opportunities
within the food industry. We also support
local communities with sporting apparel
for junior sports teams. To date we have
supported five youth teams in the local
communities near our sites.

Foyle Food Group

Our engagement with Young Farmers’
Groups and Producer Groups, as well as the
local employment we offer within the rural
communities close to our sites, provides
indirect economic benefits that are difficult
to quantify, but nevertheless a valuable
addition to the local economy.
Although we were pleased to have raised a
significant amount of money for local causes
in 2020, we acknowledge that we did not
meet our ambitions. Covid-19 restrictions
impacted our fundraising activities due
to social distancing rules introduced at
factory level such as staged breaktimes
and many employees working from home.
Further, several of the local young farmers
groups that we support annually have been
less active in the past year and we have
been unable to take part in our schools'
programme due to school closures.
On a positive note, these restrictions
forced us to be creative about how we can
fundraise, resulting in our ‘charities
of choice’ project.

£24,634 donated to local
community causes in 2019
and £15,984 in 2020
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Charities of Choice
Given the difficulties around fundraising in 2020, we came up with an
alternative way to raise funds and engage with local causes. Rather than
selecting a central charity across the whole Group, we asked our sites to
nominate and choose local causes that mattered to them, ensuring greater
engagement and interest at each site. To further integrate with our employee
safety ambitions, we linked these charities to our ‘near miss’ campaign. For
every near miss incident reported by an employee, we donate £5 to their site’s
charity of choice. Our ambition is to raise money for great causes that our
employees believe in, whilst lowering safety risks they face in their daily work.
Already, in a short period, near miss
reporting has increased by 275%, helping
increase safety levels and raising £415 in
just three months for the following charities:

Foyle Melton Mowbray
Prostate Cancer UK

Foyle Ingredients
Aware

Foyle Gloucester
Forest Voluntary
Action Forum

Foyle Donegal
Donegal Mind Wellness

Foyle Omagh
Care For Cancer

Foyle Campsie /
Protein / Bio
Foyle Search & Rescue

In 2020
Employees took part in the
‘Breast Cancer Winter Dip’.
We donated ingredients for
over 1,000 meals to local
food banks.

Key Targets to 2025
Reengage our Schools
Programme post-Covid,
targeting primary and
secondary schools on
Farm to Fork learning.
Participate in the Open Farm
Sunday campaign.
Sponsor Rural Support
Network Programmes
which aid local farming
communities and the
rural economy.
Develop a CSR policy for
community engagement
and establish an employee
working group to
lead activity.
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Reporting &
GRI Content Index
This report has been prepared in accordance with the
GRI Standards: Core option. The GRI is an independent
international organisation, whose standards represent global
best practice for reporting on a range of economic, social and
environmental impacts. This is Foyle Food Group’s first report
in accordance with GRI, so no restatements will be reported.

Foyle Food Group
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Reporting Year Jan to Dec

Assurance

Design and Scope

Foyle Food Group did not seek external
assurance in the completion of this report.
We did however retain the professional
advisory services of a sustainability
consultant in developing our sustainability
strategy in 2020 and this report in
2021. The consultant, Gillian McKee of
GIRAFFE Associates Ltd is a GRI Certified
Sustainability Professional.

This report was created to achieve the
following objectives:
–		To demonstrate Foyle Food Group’s 		
		commitment to doing business in a 		
		sustainable way that minimises harm 		
		and maximises benefit for the 			
		environment, society and the economies
		to which we contribute
– To share Foyle Food Group’s plans and
		set out its sustainability roadmap and
		targets to 2025
–		To provide transparency to all 			
		stakeholders by disclosing our efforts on
		sustainability to date and highlighting
		areas for further progress
Reporting Period and Reach
Foyle Food Group’s reporting year is
Jan–Dec each year. Following this report,
it is our intention to report every two
years on our sustainability efforts, with the
next report due in June 2023. All figures
disclosed in our subsequent reporting
will be based on the previous two
financial years.
This report will disclose data relevant to
all Foyle Food Group sites and processing
facilities across the UK and Ireland.

Contact for further details
For further details on anything included
in this report or any aspect of Foyle Food
Group’s Sustainability strategy
and reporting, please contact:
info@foylefoodgroup.com
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GRI Context Index
GRI Standard

Disclosure

Page no(s)

Omissions

GRI Standard

Disclosure

General Disclosures

GRI 1010: Foundation 2016

GRI 101: Foundation 2016

GRI 102:
General
Disclosures
2016

GRI 102:
General
Disclosures
2016

Organizational Profile

Page no(s)

Reporting Practice
Foyle Food
Group is the
only entity
reported on
here. Annual
financial
statements are
consolidated
at Group level

102-45 Entities included in the consolidated financial statements

102-1 Name of the organization

10

102-2 Activities, brands, products, and services

10

102-3 Location of headquarters

10

102-4 Location of operations

10

102-5 Ownership and legal form

10

102-6 Markets served

10

102-7 Scale of the organization

10

102-46 Defining report content and topic Boundaries

26–27

102-8 Information on employees and other workers

10

102-47 List of material topics

26–27

102-9 Supply chain

10

102-48 Restatements of information

78

102-10 Significant changes to the organization and its
supply chain

10

102-49 Changes in reporting

79

102-50 Reporting period

79

102-11 Precautionary Principle or approach

10

102-51 Date of most recent report

79

102-12 External initiatives

10

102-52 Reporting cycle

79

102-13 Membership of associations

10

102-53 Contact point for questions regarding the report

79

102-54 Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards

78

Strategy
102-14 Statement from senior decision-maker

6

Ethics and Integrity
102-16 Values, principles, standards, and norms of behavior

8

102-18 Governance structure

80–85

102-56 External assurance

79

200 Series (Economic Topics)
12–13

Stakeholder Engagement
102-40 List of stakeholder groups

102-55 GRI content index

Material Topics

Governance

22–23

102-41 Collective bargaining agreements

None of the
employees of
Foyle Food
Group are
covered by
collective
bargaining
agreements

GRI 103:
Management
Approach
2016

Omissions

Indirect Economic Impacts
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

76

103-2 The management approach and its components

76

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

76

GRI 203:
Indirect
Economic
Impacts 2016

203-2 Significant indirect economic impacts

76

GRI 103:
Management
Approach
2016

Procurement Practices
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

34

103-2 The management approach and its components

34

102-42 Identifying and selecting stakeholders

22–23

102-43 Approach to stakeholder engagement

22

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

34

102-44 Key topics and concerns raised

26

GRI 204:
204-1 Proportion of spending on local suppliers
Procurement
Practices 2016

34
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GRI Standard

Foyle Food Group

Disclosure

Page no(s)

Omissions
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GRI Standard

Disclosure

300 series (Environmental Topics)

300 series (Environmental Topics)

GRI 103:
Management
Approach
2016

GRI 103:
Management
Approach
2016

Materials
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

48

103-2 The management approach and its components

48

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

48

301-1 Materials used by weight or volume
GRI 301:
Materials 2016 301-2 Recycled input materials used
GRI 103:
Management
Approach
2016
GRI 302:
Energy 2016
GRI 103:
Management
Approach
2016
GRI 303:
Water and
Effluents 2018
GRI 103:
Management
Approach
2016

49

GRI 306:
Waste 2020

Energy
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

54

103-2 The management approach and its components

54

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

54

302-1 Energy consumption within the organization

55

302-3 Energy intensity

55

GRI 103:
Management
Approach
2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

56

103-2 The management approach and its components

56

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

56

306-1 Waste generation and significant waste-related impacts

56–57

306-2 Management of significant waste-related impacts

56–57

306-4 Waste diverted from disposal

56–57

Supplier Environmental
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

44

103-2 The management approach and its components

44

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

44

308-1 New suppliers that were screened using
environmental criteria

44

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

56

103-2 The management approach and its components

56

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

56

400 series (Social Topics)

303-1 Interactions with water as a shared resource

56

303-2 Management of water discharge-related impacts

56

303-5 Water consumption

56

GRI 103:
Management
Approach
2016

Water and Effluents

62

103-2 The management approach and its components

62

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

62

304-2 Significant impacts of activities, products, and services
on biodiversity

GRI 103:
Management
Approach
2016

Emissions

62–63

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

54

103-2 The management approach and its components

54

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

54

305-1 Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions

55

305-2 Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions

54–55

305-3 Other indirect (Scope 3) GHG emissions

54–55

305-4 GHG emissions intensity

54–55

305-5 Reduction of GHG emissions

54–55

Employment
1103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

68

103-2 The management approach and its components

68

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

68

GRI 401:
Employment
2016

401-2 Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not
provided to temporary or part-time employees

68

GRI 103:
Management
Approach
2016

Occupational Health and Safety

Biodiversity
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

Page no(s)

Effluents and Waste

GRI 308:
Supplier
Environmental
Assessment
2016

GRI 304:
Biodiversity
2016

GRI 305:
Emissions
2016

48

83

GRI 403:
Occupational
Health and
Safety 2018

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

68

103-2 The management approach and its components

68

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

68

403-1 Occupational health and safety management system

68

403-2 Hazard identification, risk assessment,
and incident investigation

68

403-3 Occupational health services

69

403-4 Worker participation, consultation,
and communication on occupational health and safety

69

403-5 Worker training on occupational health and safety

69

403-6 Promotion of worker health

68

403-7 Prevention and mitigation of occupational health and
safety impacts directly linked by business relationships

68

Omissions
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GRI Standard

Foyle Food Group

Disclosure

Page no(s)

Omissions
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GRI Standard

Disclosure

400 series (Social Topics)

400 series (Social Topics)

GRI 103:
Management
Approach
2016

GRI 103:
Management
Approach
2016

Training and Education
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

69

103-2 The management approach and its components

69

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

69

GRI 404:
Training and
Education
2016

404-2 Programs for upgrading employee skills and transition
assistance programs

GRI 103:
Management
Approach
2016

Diversity and Equal Opportunity

69–70

103-2 The management approach and its components

72

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

72

405-1 Diversity of governance bodies and employees

72

405-2 Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men

Local Communities
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

76

103-2 The management approach and its components

76

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

76

GRI 413:
Local
Communities
2016

413-1 Operations with local community engagement, impact
assessments, and development programs

76

GRI 103:
Management
Approach
2016

Supplier Social Assessment
74

103-2 The management approach and its components

74

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

74

414-1 New suppliers that were screened using social criteria

74

72

GRI 414:
Supplier
Social
Assessment
2016

Customer Health and Safety

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

74

103-2 The management approach and its components

74

GRI 103:
Management
Approach
2016

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

74

GRI 406:
NonDiscrimination
2016

406-1 Incidents of discrimination and corrective actions taken

74

GRI 103:
Management
Approach
2016

Forced or Compulsory Labor

GRI 103:
Management
Approach
2016

72

Page no(s)

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

GRI 405:
Diversity
and Equal
Opportunity
2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

85

Non-Discrimination

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

74

103-2 The management approach and its components

74

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

74

GRI 409:
Forced or
Compulsory
Labor 2016

409-1 Operations and suppliers at significant risk for
incidents of forced or compulsory labor

GRI 103:
Management
Approach
2016

Human Rights Assessment

GRI 412:
Human Rights
Assessment
2016

74–75

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

74

103-2 The management approach and its components

74

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

74

412-2 Employee training on human rights policies or procedures

74–75

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

42

103-2 The management approach and its components

42

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

42

GRI 416:
Customer
Health and
Safety 2016

416-2 Incidents of non-compliance concerning the health and
safety impacts of products and services

42

GRI 103:
Management
Approach
2016

Marketing and Labelling
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

46

103-2 The management approach and its components

46

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

46

GRI 417:
417-1 Requirements for product and service information
Marketing and and labelling
Labelling 2016

46–47

Omissions
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Notes

Foyle Food Group
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Foyle Food Group

Get in contact to find out more:
+44 (0) 2882 243201
info@foylefoodgroup.com

foylefoodgroup.com

